Copy number control and incompatibility of plasmid R1: identification of a protein that seems to be involved in both processes.
Investigations into the genetic determinants for incompatibility of miniplasmids and hybrid replicons constructed from wide type and mutant R1 revealed the presence of an incompatibility function at the junction f two small PstI fragments. These two fragments were not distinguished in earlier experiments since they have the same mobility on agarose gels. This incompatibility function is distinct from other inc-determinants of R1 (Kollek and Goebel 1979; Molin and Nordström, 1980) and independent of R1-type replication. By means of specific deletions and subcloning of DNA fragments, the location of this new inc-determinant could be determined further. After deletion of this inc-determinant from inc-determinant from miniplasmids, a 5-fold increase in copy number was observed which could then be reduced to a copy number of about 1 plasmid per cell by complementation with hybrid plasmids having this function. Incompatibility of miniplasmids deleted in this determinant is not reduced, whereas analogous deletions introduced into recombinant plasmids nearly abolished their incompatibility. This determinant seems to exert strong incompatibility only when cloned on pBR322. Therefore, its main function is plasmid R1 is probably restricted to copy control. The appearance of low copy numbers of of miniplasmids carrying this determinant and of trans-acting copy control and strong incompatibility exerted by hybrid plasmids is consistently correlated with the presence of a protein of 11,000 molecular weight, synthesized in relatively large amounts in Escherichia coli minicells.